Jewish Cemetery Simmering/Zentralfriedhof Tor IV
Data

Description
In order to keep up with the increasing number of burials resulting from the growing community, at the turn of the 20th
century the Jewish Community felt it necessary to purchase a reserve property bordering Schwechat, for the intended
expansion of the cemetery. This 241,626 m² cemetery has been serving the Jewish Community as a burial site since 1916,
although burials still take place at the 1st Gate, the “old” cemetery. Until today, 60,000 community members, including victims
of Nazi persecution and exhumed dead from the Döbling cemetery, have found their last place of rest here.
Simmeringer Hauptstraße 244, 1110 Simmering, Vienna | show on map
Area in m²
241,626
Owner
Jewish Community Vienna
Photos

Cadastral Data
KG 1103, EZ 835, GSt 935/1
KG 1103, EZ 835, GSt 935/3
KG 1103, EZ 835, GSt 935/10, TZ 6529/2006, protected monument

sub-project 2 ex post subsidy

Description

Ex post subsidy / official inspection for an order / excess number of trees
The office of the Secretary General received an additional application for funding from the Jewish Community Vienna. The
services for which funding was requested had already been rendered between June and November 2018. The request was

for retrospective funding:
Official inspections for orders and excess number of trees
Date of approval
19 Nov 2018
Funding in €
20,102.79
Applicant
IKG-Wien

sub-project 3

Description
Realization of gardening work
Between November 2018 and April 2019 the following work must be carried out on the Jewish section at Gate 4 of the Central
Cemetery:
Tree maintenance and clearing and local construction supervisory authority;
Date of approval
19 Nov 2018
Funding in €
336,519.85
Applicant
IKG-Wien

sub-project 1

Description

Ex post subsidy Pruning and clearing works
Ex post subsidy for pruning/tree surgery to protect the lives of passersby. posing an imminent danger. clearing works with
priority level 1–3.
Date of approval
19 Nov 2015

Funding in €
24,046.97
Applicant
IKG Wien

sub-project 2

Description

Execution Gardening work
Gardening work and landscaping is planned for Gate 4 of the Central Cemetery. The following services will be rendered: weed
removal, removal of clippings and dead wood, crown thinning and lifting, and removal of clippings. The application will be
approved on the condition that an appropriate masterplan is submitted.
Date of approval
30 May 2016
Funding in €
266,548.33
Applicant
IKG Wien

sub-project 2 additional application

Description
Creation of a cemetery plan using aerial photography
A plan of the Jewish area at Gate 4 of the Central Cemetery (inventory of the external facilities, tree cadaster and tree control)
will be created using aerial photography.
Date of approval
16 Nov 2016
Funding in €
80,898.64
Applicant
IKG-Wien

sub-project 5

Description
Planning / infrastructure
In the Jewish section of the Central Cemetery at Gate IV an infrastructural master plan will be drawn up. This will involve
carrying out a baseline survey on the present condition of the historical site, which will result in a detailed planning concept
for the infrastructure measures that need to be put in place for this part of the cemetery.
Date of approval
17 Jun 2019
Funding in €
45,940.40
Applicant
IKg Wien

sub-project 4

Description
Implementation / construction work / renovation of the taharahaus
Funding has been awarded for the renovation of the taharahaus (building where the bodies are ritually washed) in the Jewish
section of the Central Cemetery at Gate IV. This will involve the general restoration of the building and the renewal of the
cooling technology.
Date of approval
17 Jun 2019
Funding in €
300,412.89
Applicant
IKG Wien
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